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Abstract 

In breeding programs, classification of genotypes and genetic information within or between species of crop plants were useful for any 

selection and hybridization perspectives. In the present study 17 barley lines and cultivars were used for studing seed storage protein by 

electrophoresis technique and some physiological traits. Based on ANOVA results, studding genotypes had significant differences at level of 
P ≤0.01. The resulting dendrogram using WARD method indicated that the studding lines could be divided into three groups. First group 

lines had a high Fv/Fm value. Second group contained lines numbered 10, 11, 12 and 8, had a low chlorophyll content values. The results of 

electrophoresis profile showed 11 protein bands with maximum in number 2 and 17 lines (10 bands) and minimum in number 6 and 16 lines 
(1 band). Based on jaccard’s similarity coefficient, There was the most similarity (or the least difference) among number 8 and 10 lines (1), 2 

and 17 (1), 11 and 17 (0.9), 11 and 2 (0.9) and the least similarity (or highest difference) between number 1 and 3 lines (0), 3 and 6 (0), 3 and 

8 (0), 3 and 10 (0), 3 and 16 (0), 4 and 6 (0), 6 and 8 (0), 6 and 10 (0) and 6 and 16 (0) respectively. Also principal coord inate analysis 
confirmed that 80.9 percent of total variance of barley storage proteins was explained by the first three components. Finally it is clear that 

genetic variance was existed between studding lines. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Barely (Hordeum vulgare) is one of the first plants 

domesticated by humans and thus genetic variation 

occurred in its genome and it has been causing genetic 

diversity in its wild ancestors [1]. In terms of global 

production, Barley is the fourth cereal after wheat, rice and 

maize [2]. Barely has a wide range of adaptability and 

cultivates in areas where other crops doesn’t grow well due 

to the low rainfall, salinity, heat and cold conditions [3]. 

This crop used as a fodder for animals, malt preparation 

and other human consumptions [4]. Based on FAO [5] 

statistics cultivation of barely are over 56 million hectares 

yielding to 137 million tons in the world and 1.7 million 

hectares those yielding to 2.9 million tons in Iran. 

Protein electrophoresis that distinguish and identify 

plant populations by biochemical system, has found wide 

application over the other methods used in species, 

populations and samples. In this regard, a variety of 

enzymatic and non-enzymatic proteins (usually seed 

storage proteins) have been investigated. Storage proteins 

are very stable, while having a high polymorphism. 

Although environmental factors affect the amount of 

protein storage, but their impact is low on mature seeds. 

The important point about storage proteins is, if exact 

genetic studies did not carry out on control samples, it is 

difficult to interpret different samples genetically. Some 

studies have done about several major crops such as barley, 

wheat, corn, pea and bean in order to investigate the genetic 

controls of seed storage proteins. The problem about 

interpretation of seed storage proteins, are the polygenic 

nature of this type of proteins that observed in some species 

like as wheat, corn, pea and bean. Usually each protein 

group controls by group of genes and/or a group of DNA 

sequences. Heterogeneous nature of electrophoretic pattern 

of the bands is due to the different number of copies of the 

gene clusters, internal heterogeneous sequences of a group 

and different products of a protein.  

An application of storage proteins in plant breeding is 

using the association between some of the alleles with 

desired traits in seed. In some species, special proteins have 

a better balance of amino acids. Some of them also made 

plants to resistant to diseases and pests [6]. Barely seeds 

contain eight to 15 percent protein, 60-70 percent starch, 

two-three percent minerals and 10 percent humidity. 

Prolamins (hordeins) are the major proteins in barley seed 

and constitute 50% of the total. Hordeins are multigene and 

their synthesis controlled by several genes, therefore they 

act so specific. Hordeins-produced multi genes created by 

duplication and differentiation of their ancestral genes and 

the nucleotide substitution. These two mutations cause 

different numbers of repetitive sequences produced [7, 8]. 

This group of multi-gene has been cause to polymorphism 

in storage proteins. It is believed that the high genetic 

diversity in hordein indicate that this group of proteins hada 

high resistance to mutation and natural selection [9]. 

Having knowledge about genetic distance between 

Individuals or populations and kinship relations of species 

in breeding programs may be organized germplasm and 

efficient sampling of genotypes. To determine the genetic 

diversity of plants several markers, such as morphological, 

biochemical and DNA marker may be used. 

Characterization of germplasm by means of DNA 

fingerprinting techniques provides a tool for precise 

germplasm identification and a quantitative estimate of 

genetic diversity [10]. 

McCausland and Wrigley [11] reported high 

polymorphism in Australian barley for the first time. 

Shewry et al. [12] studied storage proteins of 29 barely 

varieties using SDS-PAGE technique and indicated that 

only seven cultivars are similar to each other. Marchylo and 
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LaBerge (13] by electrophoresis technique compared the 

amount of seed hordeins in 62 Canadian barley cultivars 

and six American barley landraces and stated that only 25 

cultivars are similar to each other. Hamza et al. [14] used 

17 microsatellite markers to assessing the genetic diversity 

of 26 barley cultivars and the association between these 

markers and morphological traits. The 15 of 17 

microsatellite markers were polymorphic.  

Due to the role of genetic diversity in breeding 

programs, present study was conducted to investigate the 

probable variability of barely storage proteins and 

physiological and grouping them according to genetic 

diversity. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The plant material used in this experiment consisted of 

17 genotypes of barley cultivated in Iran. The name and 

origin of these genotypes are shown in Table 1. Seeds of 

these lines were obtained from the Agricultural Research 

Center of Moghan. These lines were cultivated in a 

randomized complete block design with three replications 

in 2013 in University of Mohaghegh Ardabili Research 

Field, Ardabil, Iran (latitude: 48°34′E, longitude: 

38°31′Naltitude: 1350). This area has temperately cold 

climate. 

Seed protein extracted based on Laemmli [15] method. 

At first a seed was chosen from each line and ground to 

fine powder using mortar and pestle. The 0.04g of flour 

sieved and was poured into a separate Eppendorf  tube. The 

1500 μl of extraction buffer (0.61g Tris, 2.93g NaCl, 30 ml 

of distilled water. pH=7.5 and the final volume was 100ml) 

and 100 μl 2-Mercaptoethanol were added and shaked. 

After 15 min incubation in the freezer, 15 min maintained 

at room temperature. Vortex and freezing procedure 

repeated three times. Finally, samples were centrifuged at 

10,000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant was transferred 

to a new Eppendorf tube. Protein staining solution (0.75 g 

Tris, 8 g of sucrose, 2 g of sodium dodecyl sulfate, 0.06g 

bromophenol blue, 30 ml of distilled water, pH=6.8, the 

final volume is 100 mL) and extracted proteins mixed with 

the ratio 1: 3 and 30 μl of the mixture loaded into the wells 

of SDS-PAGE gel. After electrophoresis ended the gel 

soaked into staining solution (Coomassie Brilliant Blue, 

methanol, acetic acid and double-distilled water 

concentration of 144 mg, 60 ml, 24 ml and 60 ml 

respectively) and then was taken to the destaining solution 

(a mixture of 60 ml of methanol, 20 ml acetic acid, 120 ml 

of double-distilled water). Next steps include fixing bands 

by using 7% acetic acid solution, gel scanning and scoring 

it as 0 and 1, respectively. 

Proline concentration was measured by method of 

Bates and et al. [16].Using the standard solution and the 

regression equation between concentration and absorption 

at 520 nm, proline concentration of each sample was 

calculated as proline per fresh weight of leaf (μg/g). 

Chlorophyll content was measured according to Arnon [17] 

method. Fresh young leaves (0.1 g) were selected from 

plants, washed with deionized water and grind by acetone 

80% in a porcelain mortar. Remained leftovers in the 

mortar were completely washed and final volume was 

reached to 25 ml by acetone 80%. After centrifugation at 

400 rpm for 10 min, absorption of samples was read at 

wavelengths of 663 and 645 nm. The device was first 

calibrated by control sample of acetone 80%. The following 

formulas were used for estimation of total chlorophyll, 

chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b contents: 

(1) Chl a (mgg-1 FW) = [12.7 (A 663) – 2.69 (A 

645)] × V/W    

(2) Chl b (mgg-1 FW) = [22.9 (A 645) – 4.68 (A 

663)] × V/W   

(3) Total Chl (mgg-1 FW) = [20.2 (A 645) + 8.02(A 

663)] × V/W   

Whereas, V: Volume of extract (ml), W: Fresh weight 

of the sample (g), and A: Absorbance at specific wave 

length. 

Chlorophyll fluorescence values were obtained by 

placing leaves in darkness for 30 min by attaching light-

exclusion clips to the leaf surface; chlorophyll fluorescence 

was measured using a osI30 portable device 

(ADCBioscietificCompany). Fluorescence parameters 

recorded were as follows: 

1. Minimal fluorescence, or F0, as a measure of the 

stability of the light-harvesting complex 

2. The ratio of variable (Fv = Fm – F0) to maximal 

(Fm) fluorescence (Fv/Fm, which represents the maximum 

quantum yield of photosystem II), which in turn ishighly 

correlated with the quantum yield of net photosynthesis. 

 

Table 1. Name and pedigree of barley lines used in this research 

Lines No Lines name Lines pedigree 

1 20 line F-A1-1 

2 21 line F-A1-2 

3 22 line F-A2-11 

4 27 line F-GRB-84-11 

5 30 line F-GRB-85-5 

6 3 hulless PETUNIA1/CHINIA(a) 

7 7 hulless CONGONA/BORR 

8 8 hulless STIPA/PETUNIA1//KOLLA/BBSC(b) 

9 9 hulless PETUNIA1/CHINA (c) 

10 10 hulless STIPA/PETUNIA1//KOLLA/BBSC (c) 

11 11 hulless GLORIA-BAR/COPAL//BEN.4D/3/S.P-B/4/DC-B/SEN/5/CONGONA 

12 4 hulless STIPA/PETUNIA1//KOLLA/BBSC (a) 

13 14 hulless CHAMICO/TOCTE//CONGONA (a) 

14 15 hulless PALLIDUM48//NORDIC/563.6.5/3/CEL-B…2/MZQ//CEL-B/5/LINO/6/CONGONA 

15 19 hulless CHAMICO/TOCTE//CONGONA (d) 

16 Licivi Licivi 

17 Sahra Sahra 
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Soluble sugars were measured as described 

by Irigoyen et al. [18]. Then the sample absorbance at the 

wavelength of 625 nm was measured using a 

spectrophotometer. Calculation of the total soluble sugar 

content was done by creating a standard curve using a 

standard glucose and was expressed in µg/g fresh weight 

(µg/g FW) [19]. 

 

Statistical software 

Analysis of variance and mean comparison of 

physiological traits were done by SPSS ver. 16 software. 

Analysis of electerophoretic data (0 and 1) obtained from 

SDS-PAGE were performed using the NTSYS-pc2 

software. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
Based on ANOVA results (Table 2) there was 

significant difference among lines in all of measured 

physiological traits at 1%. The block effect was significant 

for all of traits except for sugar solution content. 

Signification of block effect on majority of agronomical 

traits indicated farm blocking was done in the proper 

direction. It seems signification of block effect on 

physiological traits is because of measuring and sampling 

them in different period of times. Coefficient of variation 

(CV) varied from 0.78% for chlorophyll fluorescence to 

19.18% for soluble sugar content. Pectu and Terbea [20] 

reported that free proline content in plants maybe depend 

on their phonological condition and growth habit. Mateos 

and Hayes [21] found that the effect of salinity and drought 

stress lead to increase content of amino acids and the 

increase of proline content was more than others. However 

increasing of soluble carbohydrates concentration in plants 

lead to keep osmotic equilibrium in environmental stresses 

[22]; On the other hand, accumulation of sugars in the 

shoots causes impairment in photosynthesis and reduction 

in yield. 

Prado et al. [23] suggested increasing the amount of 

carbohydrates is a strategy to reduce the effects of osmotic 

and ionic stress and the adaptation of plants with this 

condition. Comparison of the mean of Fv/Fm and 

chlorophyll content traits showed lines 1, 14 and 17; and 

lines 8, 10 and 16 had largest and lowest chlorophyll 

fluorescence respectively. The content of chlorophyll in 

lines 6 and 7 and cultivar 11 was largest and lowest 

respectively. Yong et al. [24] stated that the reduction in 

leaf chlorophyll content and quantum yield of photosystem 

II is the result of damage to the chloroplasts membrane 

during cold stress.Measurement of chlorophyll 

fluorescence, measures the efficiency of absorption of light 

related to leaves photosystem II complex. Chlorophyll 

fluorescence is a reliable and nondestructive strategy for 

monitoring photosynthetic event and judgment about 

physiological status of plant [25]. 

Rizza et al., [25] investigated the effect of duration of 

cold acclimation on the efficiency of the quantum of 

photosystem II in the spring and winter oat species. They 

found that placing the plants in cold hardening condition, 

decreased the efficiency of quantum photosystem II at first, 

but then increased and return to its early level. Ratio of 

Fv/Fm showed maximum performance of quantum 

photochemical reaction II and decrease of efficiency of 

quantum photosystem II due to low temperature effect, that 

display low temperature has negative effect on photosystem 

II and electron transport in photosynthesis. Therefore 

measuring of Fv/Fm may be a successful strategy in 

determining of cold tolerant varieties [26].  

 

Table 2. Analysis of variance for physiological traits in 

studied barley lines 

Sources of 

variance 
df 

Means square 

Proline Fv/Fm 
Soluble sugar 

content 

Chlorophyll 

content 

Replication 2 0.005* 0.014* 0.11ns 156.99** 

Genotype 19 0.297* 0.011** 0.42** 25.72** 

Error 38 0.001 0.004 0.05 3.45 

CV - 4.97 0.78 19.18 4.69 
ns, *, ** Non significant and significant, at P ≤ 0.05, 0.01 

respectively 

 

For reaching to maximum heterosis, researchers choose 

cultivars or genotypes that have more genetic distance from 

each other. This purpose can achieve by investigating 

genetic distance between genotypes based on 

morphological traits using cluster analysis method. 

Therefore cultivars or genotypes those are in far groups 

from each other selects as parents in crosses to create more 

genetic variation. In this study cluster analysis carried out 

based on physiological traits using Ward’s method and 

divided lines into three groups (Fig. 1).  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Cluster analysis of studied lines base on physiological 

traits 

 

In the first group were 17,3,1,2 and 5 lines. This group 

had a Fv/Fm in high value. The second group consists of 

10, 11, 12 and 8 lines that had low chlorophyll content. 

Finally third group consists of 13, 15, 4, 9, 14, 6, 16, and 7 

lines. According to Fig. 1, it is observed that the genetic 

distance between groups is high. Thus, crosses between 

genotypes that are more distant groups can produce 

offspring with great variety and maximum heterosis. The 

most distant was between 1 and 2 cluster and cross between 

these two groups may obtain the maximum variety. Within 

clusters must be chosen lines that have more value in 

morphological or physiological traits. According to the 

information obtained from protein bands score, 11 protein 

bands observed for 17 lines that the 17 and 2 lines had 

maximum bands (10 bands) and 16 and 6 lines had 

minimum (1 band) band. Lines had common and specific 

bands. Protein band showed variation in the location of the 

protein bands on gels, molecular weight, density and 

intensity. Sofalian and Valizadeh [27] and Asghari et al. 

[28] used DNA and protein markers to assess the 

phylogeny of some species of wild wheat relatives and 

vetch (Vicia spp) respectively and found in the phylogenic 
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tree based on protein markers. Cluster analysis based on 

RAPD marker data showed these samples were placed in 

one group and other species were in its sub cluster. 

Drawing phylogenic tree using combined data’s provided 

better result. In that study the clustering of samples using 

principal components analysis was partly compatible with 

the results of phylogenic analysis in each case. Similarity 

matrix calculated based on Jaccard's similarity coefficient. 

According to this matrix there were most similarity 

(minimal difference) between 8 and 10(1), 2 and 17 (1), 11 

and 17 (0.9), 11 and 2 (0.9)  lines and  least similarity 

(maximum difference ) between 1 and 3 (0), 3 and 6 (0), 3 

and 8 (0), 3 and 10 (0), 3 and 16 (0), 4 and 6 (0), 6 and 8 

(0), 6 and 10 (0), 6 and 16 (0) lines. By examining the tree 

diagram at a distance0.3, four groups obtained (Fig.2).  The 

first group consists of four lines (1, 8, 10 and 16), the 

second group consisted of 11 lines (2, 17, 11, 12, 13, 14, 

15, 4, 5, 7 and 9), and the third and fourth groups consist of 

three and six lines respectively. According to the Fig. 2, 14 

and 15 lines and 12 and 13 lines had 78% and 87% 

similarity respectively. 

 
Figure 2. Cluster analysis based on storage protein electrophoresis 
in studied barley genotypes 

 

Similarity between the 8 and 10 lines, 2 and 17 lines 

were 100% that could indicate the fact that there is no 

variation among them as studied proteins. Therefore this 

result may be because of the low number of protein 

markers studied here and their weaknesses in distinguishing 

lines. There is great interest to the content of genetic 

diversity in germplasm research today and relationship 

between genotypes is important for effective maintenance 

of germplasm resources [29; 30, 31].In plant breeding this 

information is valuable in the selection of crosses between 

parents and leads to maximizing the efficiency of the 

selection and maintenance of genetic diversity. 

Mantel test carried out between coefficient and 

similarity matrices in order to ensure the appropriateness of 

the methods used in the cluster analysis and correlation 

equal to 89.85% obtained that indicated the method is 

suitable for determining the distance matrix. The principle 

coordinate analysis provides useful information about the 

distinction groups. Based on this analysis, the first three 

components explained 82% of total variation. The first, 

second and third component explained 63.18%, 22.12% 

and 6.6% of total variances respectively. PCoA 2-D graph 

drown for classification and study of the relationship 

between samples and were classified genotypes into four 

main groups (Fig. 3).This grouping was very similar to the 

results of the cluster analysis. 

In the stepwise regression analysis protein markers 

entered the model as a dependent variable and molecular 

characteristics as fixed variables (Table 5). According to 

regression analysis, for all studied traits there was 

significant relation with some of the studied protein 

markers. Soluble sugar content had a most association (P1, 

P9 and P10) among other traits with protein markers. Also, 

this trait had the most coefficient of determination (R2) 

between measured traits. Metakovsky and branlard [32] 

reported that in the French wheat varieties, some of gliadin 

alleles were associated with resistance to cold. In the cold 

tolerant varieties compared with cold sensitive varieties, 

frequency of Gli-A2r, Gli-B1l, Gli-D2g alleles were 

significantly higher and Gli-D2g, Gli-A1a, Gli-B2c alleles 

were lower. In the study of Witkowski et al. [33], SDS-

sedimentation value, resistance to leaf blotch and frost 

tolerance showed statistically significant associations with 

the status of the Glu-A1 locus. It appears that chromosome 

1A with the null allele at Glu-A1 carries a closely linked 

locus responsible for frost tolerance. 

 

Table 3. Regression analysis for seed storage proteins and 

some physiological traits 

Marker Proline Fv/Fm 
Soluble sugar 

content 
Chlorophyll 

content 

Intercept 1.05 0.82 1.45 0.96 

P1   0.42  

P2     
P3  - 0.49   

P4 - 0.48   - 0.48 

P5     
P6     

P7     

P8     
P9   0.34  

P10   - 0.6  
R2 0.23 0.24 0.69 0.23 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
The seed storage protein pattern is considered as the 

genotypic fingerprint. It is, therefore, used for several 

purposes such as plant variety protection, registration, 

certification, patents and as a breeding tool especially in 

flour quality breeding programs. At present study, lines to 

be used grouped based on seed storage proteins and 

physiological traits. In addition to these markers, DNA-

based markers could be used in order to discovery of 

genetic diversity at high level. It seems that since each of 

these markers demonstrates different aspects of diversity in 

different populations, simultaneous application of those can 

present researchers a brighter view of diversity. But the 

assessment of genetic variation in large samples of plant 

genetic resources requires a high costing time and amount 

of consumables. Thus, SDS-page methods are reliable and 

economical techniques could be preferred, at least in the 

first screening of genetic variability. 

 
 

Figure 3. 2D plot of principle coordinate analysis 
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